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Leading practice



What is a Lead Practitioner?





Lead Practitioner – Cohort 1





How to start a movement

https://youtu.be/fW8amMCVAJQ







Lead Practitioner – Cohort 2





Leading practice in the LRC:
Putting reading on the map



What’s your school’s attitude to 
reading?

Clarke, C (2013) Children’s & young 
people’s reading in 2012. Findings from 
the 2012 National Literacy Trust’s annual 
survey. London: National Literacy Trust.



Key statistics
847 pupils (93%) completed the survey

35% only like reading a bit
65% classed themselves as a reader
32% read everyday or almost everyday

Most popular forms of reading:
1. Text messages
2. Social media
3. Magazines
4. Emails
5. Fiction books

Most important skills needed to succeed in life:
1. Speaking
2. Listening
3. Maths
4. Writing
5. Reading
6. ICT



“We are pleased that you have made 
an effective nut cracker in CDT, had 
your fantastic collage displayed in the 
art exhibition and acted so brilliantly 
in the school production, but sorry 
you have failed to become sufficiently 
literate in your life beyond this 
school”



We appear to be saying that we value literacy 
and numeracy more than the other skills 
described.  It seems a rather patronising view 
of those things achieved that do not ‘require’ 
literacy and numeracy.

When we have not satisfied their success in 
English and maths.  Whilst of course we 
would want to celebrate their success I would 
ask the question:  Have we done well by a 
child who we have not supported and 
challenged to achieve in English and maths.

Basic capabilities in English and maths, or 
“literacy and numeracy” are core abilities for 
life, in my opinion, but fulfilling lower order 
needs in the sense of Maslow’s Hierarchy are 
even more important.



The importance 
of reading data!



Extreme variation



Are you 
differentiating?



8XN reading ages (top set)



8XR reading ages (bottom set)



‘The collective responsibility 
and importance of reading’

‘While good readers gain new skills very 
rapidly, and quickly move from learning to 
read to reading to learn, poor readers 
become increasingly frustrated with the 
act of reading, and try to avoid reading 
where possible’ 
Source: ‘The Matthew Effect: How Advantage 
Begets Further Advantage’ by Daniel Rigney





Can you determine the 
approximate reading 
ages of the following 

texts?



History

Robin Hood has been the subject of no less than 14 films and 
several TV series, but he has been a popular figure since the 

Middle Ages. One of the first books printed in England in 1492 
was A Mery Gest of Robyn Hoode, but there are references to 

plays and songs about him long before that. Historians have 
tried to discover if there was a real Robin Hood, but so far their 

searches through the records have failed to find him. So he 
seems to be a legend, a story – or a number of stories. So why 

was this legendary figure so popular? There must be something 
about his life and adventures that appealed to medieval people. 
What can we infer from this popularity about ordinary people’s 

views, especially about law and justice?

14 years



Blood Red Road  
Moira Young

Foolish old man, Lugh mutters. He gives the metal 
sheet a extra hard whack with the hammer. Don’t say 

that, I says. Pa knows what he’s doin. He’s a star 
reader. Lugh looks at me. Shakes his head, like he 

cain’t believe I jest said what I did. Ain’t you figgered
it out yet? It’s all in his head. Made up. There ain’t

nuthin written in the stars. There ain’t no great plan. 
The world goes on. Our lives go on an on in this 

gawdfersaken place. An that’s it. Till the day we die. I 
tell you what, Saba, I’ve took about all I can take.

7 years 
1 month



Science

Gravitational potential energy transfers. Every time you lift an object up, 
you do some work. Some of your muscles transfer chemical energy from 

your muscles into gravitational potential energy of the object. 
Gravitational potential energy is energy stored in an object because of its 

position in the Earth's gravitational field. The force you need to lift an 
object steadily is equal and opposite to the force of gravity on the object. 
Therefore, the upward force you need to apply to it is equal to its weight. 
When an object is moved up, its gravitational potential energy increases. 

The increase of its gravitational potential energy is equal to the work done 
on it by the lifting force. When an object moves down, its gravitational 
potential energy decreases. The decrease of its gravitational potential 

energy is equal to the work done by the force of gravity acting on it.

14 years 
6 months



Mr Men  
Roger Hargreaves

It was the night before Christmas, Christmas Eve, and 
everyone was prepared for Christmas Day. Everyone 

except for Mr Wrong, who thought it was the night 
before his birthday. All the Mr Men had decorated their 

Christmas trees, except for Mr Muddle who had 
decorated himself. And everyone had sent their letter to 

Father Christmas in good time, except for Little Miss Late 
who had only sent her letter that morning.

11 years 
7 months



Strategies for developing 
reading skills

Actively promote reading as valuable and pleasurable

Use subject specific reading lists - reward pupils for wider reading in your subject 

Play games that involve reading skills - such as skimming and scanning for key facts 

Get involved in whole school reading promotions - show that these are valued by you

Create opportunities for the pupils to practise their reading skills - only this will build 
their confidence and as a result their enjoyment of reading   

Support children in helping them access the texts you use in class:
Discussion/prior knowledge
Read texts aloud
Glossaries of key vocabulary
Reduced text/enlarged font   



Reading intervention



Strategies to support 
Accelerated Reader



Reporting progress
100% of pupils made progress with reading on AR
93.4% made more than 6 months progress in reading age
65.2% made more than 1 year progress in reading age
34.7% made more than 2 years progress in their reading age
Gender Variation
96.5% of boys compared to 100% of girls made 6+ months progress in RA.  
FSM
34% of the cohort were FSM – 100% made 6+ months progress in RA; 
81% made 12+ months progress. 
PP
50% of the cohort were PP – 100% made 6+ month progress in RA; 
82% made 12+ months progress.
LAC
Just one pupil was a LAC – achieving +14 months progress in RA.
SEN
63% of the cohort had SEN – 96% made 6+ months progress in RA; 
72% made 12+ months progress.



Changing role of the 
school library



Reflection task
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